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Abstract

Broadcast is an essential and widely-used operation in
multi-hop wireless networks. Minimum latency broadcast
scheduling (MLBS) aims to provide a collision-free schedul-
ing for broadcast with the minimum latency. Previous work
on MLBS mostly assumes that nodes are always active, and
thus is not suitable for duty-cycle-aware scenarios. In this
paper, we investigate the duty-cycle-aware minimum latency
broadcast scheduling (DCA-MLBS) problem in multi-hop
wireless networks. We prove both the one-to-all and the all-
to-all DCA-MLBS problems to be NP-hard. We propose a
novel approximation algorithm called OTAB for the one-to-
all DCA-MLBS problem, and two approximation algorithms
called UTB and UNB for the all-to-all DCA-MLBS problem
under the unit-size and the unbounded-size message mod-
els respectively. The OTAB algorithm achieves a constant
approximation ratio of 17|T |, where |T | denotes the number
of time-slots in a scheduling period. The UTB and UNB
algorithms achieve the approximation ratios of 17|T |+20 and
(Δ+22)|T | respectively, where Δ denotes the maximum node
degree of the network. Extensive simulations are conducted
to evaluate the performance of our algorithms.

1. Introduction

Multi-hop wireless networks consist of nodes with a
limited transmission range. If a node wants to communicate
with distant nodes, it requires some intermediate nodes to
relay its message. Broadcast is one of the most fundamental
communications, and it is widely used in multi-hop wireless
networks for routing discovery, data collection, and code
update, etc. The two most commonly used broadcast tasks
are the one-to-all broadcast and the all-to-all broadcast (also
called gossiping in [1]). The one-to-all broadcast aims to
disseminate a message from one special node to all the other
nodes, while the all-to-all broadcast aims to distribute the
messages from all nodes to all the other nodes.
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In wireless networks, while the packets transmitted by a
node can be received by all the nodes within its commu-
nication range, two parallel transmissions to one common
node can cause signal collision, and the common node
will receive neither of the two messages. The objective
of minimum latency broadcast scheduling (MLBS) is to
minimize the broadcast latency while ensuring the transmis-
sions are collision-free. The MLBS problem in multi-hop
wireless networks has been proved to be NP-hard in [2], and
several approximation algorithms [2]–[7], which follow the
assumption that all the nodes are always active, have been
proposed for this problem. However, it is well known that
nodes in multi-hop wireless networks often switch between
the active state and the sleep state to save the energy.
Therefore, most of the previously proposed algorithms are
not suitable in these scenarios.

In this paper, we investigate the Duty-Cycle-Aware MLBS
(DCA-MLBS) problem. We first present one novel schedul-
ing algorithm OTAB for the one-to-all DCA-MLBS prob-
lem. This algorithm provides a scheduling with a constant
approximation ratio of 17|T |, which greatly improves the
previously known guarantee of 24|T | + 1 in [8], where |T |
denotes the number of time-slots in a scheduling period.
We then propose two algorithms called UTB and UNB
for the all-to-all DCA-MLBS problem under the unit-size
message model and the unbounded-size message model re-
spectively. Under the unit-size message model, the messages
may be sent only one by one without combination. Under
the unbounded-size message model, the messages may be
combined as one message. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first work to investigate the all-to-all DCA-MLBS
problem. These two algorithms have approximation ratios
of 17|T | + 20 and (Δ + 22)|T | respectively, where Δ denotes
the maximum node degree of the network. We also prove
the correctness of our algorithms. Furthermore, we show
the efficiency of our algorithms by conducting extensive
simulations under different network configurations.

2. Related Work

Since broadcast plays a very important role in multi-hop
wireless networks, a lot of studies have been done on this
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topic [9], [10]. The simplest implementation of broadcast
is flooding, which may cause a large number of contention
and collision [11]. Therefore, lots of efforts have been made
to improve the efficiency of the broadcast [11], [12]. The
multi-hop wireless network is often modeled as a unit disk
graph (UDG) when the nodes have the same transmission
radius. The MLBS problem has been proven to be NP-hard
in both the general graphs [9] and the unit disk graphs [2].

Many algorithms have been presented for the one-to-all
MLBS problem [2]–[6]. Gandhi et al. [2] presented the first
collision-free broadcast scheduling algorithm for multi-hop
wireless networks with a constant approximation ratio of
more than 400. Huang et al. in [3] further improved this
approximation ratio to 16. In [4], the authors presented an
approximation algorithm with a smaller constant approxi-
mation ratio of 12. For multi-hop wireless networks where
the interference range is α times as large as the transmission
range, Chen et al. [5] gave a collision-free and interference-
free MLBS algorithm with an approximation ratio of O(α2).
The ratio turns out to be 26 if α equals to 2. Mahjourian
et al. [6] further considered the carrier sensing range when
designing conflict-free broadcast scheduling algorithms.

Much work has also been done for the all-to-all MLBS
problem [1], [2], [4], [7], [13]. Recently, Gandhi et al. [2]
investigated the all-to-all MLBS problem under the unit-
size message model and the UDG model, and proposed
an approximation algorithm of a constant ratio. In [7],
Huang et al. showed that this ratio is more than 1000, and
give a 27-approximation algorithm. This ratio was further
improved to 20 by Gandhi et al. in [4]. The all-to-all MLBS
problem under the unbounded-size message model for radio
networks was studied in [1], [13]. Gasieniec et al. [1] gave
two gossiping algorithms which work in O(n

√
d log2 n) and

O(dΔ3/2 log3 n) time respectively, where d is the diameter of
the network, and n denotes the network size. Gasieniec et al.
[13] proposed an O(d)-time gossiping algorithm for known
radio networks with a certain maximum node degree.

None of the work mentioned above, however, takes the
active/sleep cycles into consideration. The duty-cycle-aware
broadcast problems have been extensively studied in [14]–
[16]. But to the best of our knowledge, the only work so
far to study the DCA-MLBS problem has been done by
Hong et al. [8]. Their algorithm, called ELAC, is proposed
for the one-to-all DCA-MLBS problem, and achieves a ratio
of 24|T | + 1. In this paper, we further investigate the one-
to-all DCA-MLBS problem and the all-to-all DCA-MLBS
problem in the multi-hop wireless networks.

3. Preliminaries

3.1. Network Model

We model the multi-hop wireless network as a UDG G =
(V, E), where V contains all the nodes in the network, and
E is the set of edges, which exist between any two nodes if

their Euclidean distance is no larger than the transmission
radius. Every node cannot send and receive the messages at
the same time. We denote by n the number of nodes in the
network and by NG(u) the set of neighboring nodes of node
u. We call node sc the graph center of the network if the
hop distance of the path from node sc to the farthest node in
the network is the minimum. This hop distance denoted by
R is called the graph-theoretic radius of the network, which
can be achieved by using the Floyd-Warshall algorithm [17].

We assume that nodes determine the active/sleep time
incoordinately in advance. The duty-cycle is defined as the
ratio between the active time and the whole scheduling
time. The whole scheduling time is divided into multiple
scheduling periods of the same length. One scheduling
period T is further divided into unchanged |T | unit time-
slots. Every node v chooses one active time-slot A(v) in the
scheduling period randomly and independently. A node can
transmit the message at any time-slot, but is only allowed
to receive the message at its active time-slot. Moreover, we
assume that a node can correctly receive the message when
no collision occurs at this node.

3.2. Problem Formulation
This paper studies the one-to-all broadcast problem and

the all-to-all broadcast problem in duty-cycle-aware scenar-
ios. In the one-to-all broadcast problem, one distinguished
node disseminates its message to all the other nodes. The
one-to-all broadcast completes when every node receives the
message. In the all-to-all broadcast problem, every node has
a message to send to all the other nodes. The broadcast
task completes when every node receives the messages from
all the other nodes. We model the broadcast scheduling as
assigning the transmitting time-slots for every node, i.e.,
assigning a function TTS : V → 2N .

Unlike the general scenarios, the nodes in the duty-cycle-
aware scenarios need to transmit more than one time to
cover all their neighbors with different active time-slots.
The objective of broadcast scheduling is to minimize the
largest transmitting time-slots. Furthermore, the duty-cycle-
aware broadcast scheduling requires taking the following
constraints into account. First, only when the nodes wake
up can the other nodes transmit messages to these nodes.
Furthermore, the signal collision only occurs at the nodes
which are active at the current time-slot.

If we choose node s as the source node and this node
starts the broadcast operation at time-slot 0, for every edge
(u, v) ∈ E, the latency Lat(u, v) of this edge is determined
as follows:

Lat(u, v) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

A(v) + 1, if u = s;
A(v) − A(u), if u � s and A(v) − A(u) > 0;
A(v) − A(u) + |T |, else

(1)

The shortest path tree rooted at node s can be achieved
by applying Dijkstra’s algorithm with this latency. The
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broadcast tree is constructed based on the shortest path tree,
and the broadcast is scheduled according to the broadcast
tree. To distinguish the parent nodes of node v in the shortest
path tree and in the broadcast tree, we call the parent node
of node v in the shortest path tree as the father node of node
v, and denote it by F(v); we denote by P(v) the parent node
of node v in the broadcast tree.

Since the lower bounds of broadcast scheduling under two
message models are different, the corresponding algorithms
should be designed discriminatively. We have the following
lemma about the hardness of the DCA-MLBS problem.

Lemma 1. Both the one-to-all and the all-to-all DCA-MLBS
problems are NP-hard.

Proof: The NP-hardness of the one-to-all DCA-MLBS
problem has been proved in [8]. We only need to prove that
the all-to-all DCA-MLBS problem is NP-hard. Since the
conventional all-to-all MLBS problem is NP-hard, we can
use the similar proof used in [8] to prove the NP-hardness
of the all-to-all DCA-MLBS problem. That is, if we set
T = {0}, then all the nodes are always active, and the all-to-
all DCA-MLBS problem reduces to the conventional all-to-
all MLBS problem.

3.3. Graph-Theoretic Definitions

We denote by G[U] the subgraph of G induced by a subset
U of V . We add edges between two nodes in G[U] if their
hop distance is 2, and denote by G2[U] the resulting graph.
If there is no edge between any two nodes in G[U], we
call the subset U an Independent Set (IS) of G. A Maximal
Independent Set (MIS) of G is not a subset of any other IS
of G. U1 is a cover of U2, if, for any node in U2, there is
one node in U1 which is adjacent to this node. A minimal
cover of U is a cover of U in which the removal of any
single node destroys the covering property.

A proper coloring of G is to assign natural numbers rep-
resenting the colors to all the nodes, while ensuring adjacent
nodes achieve varied numbers. The minimum node degree
and the maximum node degree of G are respectively denoted
by δ(G) and Δ(G). We denote by δ∗(G) = maxU⊆Vδ(G[U])
the inductivity of G. According to [18], at most 1 + δ∗(G)
colors suffice to color the nodes in G by a proper smallest-
degree-last node coloring. Since the nodes in an IS are not
adjacent, one node can have at most five neighboring nodes
in an IS. Furthermore, for any IS U of G, the inductivity of
G2[U] is no larger than eleven [3].

4. Duty-Cycle-Aware Minimum Latency
Broadcast Scheduling

We have shown that both the one-to-all and the all-to-
all DCA-MLBS problems are NP-hard. In this section, we
first present our approximation algorithm OTAB to solve
the one-to-all DCA-MLBS problem. We then propose two

approximation algorithms UTB and UNB for the all-to-all
DCA-MLBS problem under two different message models.

4.1. Approximation Algorithm for the One-To-All
DCA-MLBS Problem

We detail the approximation algorithm OTAB for the
one-to-all DCA-MLBS problem in this subsection. The
pseudocode of this algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 OTAB Algorithm

Input: G = (V, E), s, A.
Output: Broadcast Scheduling TTS : V → 2N .

1: Apply Dijkstra’s algorithm on the graph G to construct
the shortest path tree TS PT rooted at the source node s.

2: Assign MaxLatency(TS PT ) to D, and divide V into L0,
L1, ..., LD.

3: Invoke Algorithm 2 to construct the MIS’es and the
broadcast tree, and color the parent nodes with two
coloring methods f1 j and f2 j.

4: t ← 0
5: for i← 1 to D do
6: if Li � ∅ then
7: j← (i − 1) mod |T |
8: for each node u ∈ Mi do
9: TTS (P(u))← TTS (P(u))

⋃{t + f1 j(P(u))|T |+ j}
10: for each node w ∈ Li\Mi do
11: TTS (P(w)) ← TTS (P(w))

⋃{t + ( f2 j(P(w)) +
m1 j)|T | + j}

12: t ← t + (m1 j + m2 j)|T |

This algorithm starts with constructing the shortest path
tree TS PT rooted at the source node s. The construction of
TS PT can be implemented by assigning every edge the la-
tency defined in Eq. 1 and then applying Dijkstra’s algorithm
on the graph G. We layer every node according to the latency
of the path from node s to this node in the TS PT . Then V
can be divided into different layers from L0 to LD, where D
is the maximum latency of the paths in the TS PT .

Next, we construct the MIS’es layer by layer. The
nodes in V\{s} are partitioned into different subsets
U0,U1,U2, ...,U|T |−1 according to their active time-slots.
Recall that every node v in V\{s} can only receive the
message at its active time-slot. The latency of the shortest
path from node s to this node should be in the form of
k|T |+A(v)+1, where k = 0, 1, 2, .... So we can find that each
subset U j consists of nodes at several layers in the TS PT , i.e.,
U j =

⋃
i∈I Li, where I is {i|(i − 1) ≡ j mod |T |, 1 ≤ i ≤ D}.

At each layer Li, we find the independent set Mi of G[Li]
such that Q j

⋃
Mi is an MIS of G[

⋃
i′∈I′ Li′ ], where I′ is

{i′|(i′ − 1) ≡ j mod |T |, 1 ≤ i′ ≤ i}, and j is (i− 1) mod |T |.
Finally, we can find the MIS Q j of G[U j]. The pseudocode
of this process is shown in Algorithm 2 Step I.
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Algorithm 2 Construct the MIS’es and the broadcast tree,
and color the parent nodes

Step I: Construct the MIS’es

1: V\{s} is partitioned into subsets U0, U1, ..., U|T |−1.
2: for j← 0 to |T | − 1 do
3: Q j ← ∅
4: for i← 1 to D do
5: j← (i − 1) mod |T |
6: I′ ← {i′|(i′ − 1) ≡ j mod |T |, 1 ≤ i′ ≤ i}
7: Construct an IS Mi of G[Li] such that Q j

⋃
Mi is an

MIS of G[
⋃

i′∈I′ Li′ ].
8: Q j ← Q j

⋃
Mi

Step II: Construct the broadcast tree

1: TB ← (VB, EB), VB ← V , EB ← ∅
2: for i← 1 to D do
3: j← (i − 1) mod |T |
4: X1 ← {u|P(u) = NIL, u ∈ Mi}, Z1 ← Q j

5: Y1 ← {F(u)|P(u) = NIL, u ∈ Mi}
6: X2 ← {u|P(u) = NIL, u ∈ Li\Mi}, Z2 ← U j\Q j

7: I′ ← {i′|(i′ − 1) ≡ j mod |T |, 1 ≤ i′ ≤ i}
8: Y2 ← ⋃i′∈I′ Mi′

9: for k ← 1 to 2 do
10: Wk j ← ∅
11: while Xk � ∅ do
12: for each node v ∈ Yk do
13: Ck j(v)← {u|P(u) = NIL, u ∈ Zk

⋂
NG(v)}

14: Find a node v′ with maximum |Ck j(v′)|.
15: Wk j ← Wk j

⋃{v′}
16: for each node u ∈ Ck j(v′) do
17: P(u)← v′
18: EB ← EB

⋃{(v′, u)}
19: Xk ← Xk\{u}
Step III: Color the parent nodes

1: for j← 0 to |T | − 1 do
2: Apply a proper D2-coloring method to color the nodes

of W1 j in G[W1 j
⋃

Q j] by the front-to-back ordering.
Use f1 j to denote this coloring method.

3: Apply a proper D2-coloring method to color the nodes
of W2 j in G[W2 j

⋃
(U j\Q j)] by the smallest-degree-

last ordering. Use f2 j to denote this coloring method.

Once the MIS’es have been found, we start constructing
the broadcast tree as shown in Algorithm 2 Step II. For nodes
in Mi, we choose some of their father nodes in the TS PT

as their parent nodes in the broadcast tree. The choosing
process also proceeds layer by layer. At each layer Li, one
of the father nodes of those nodes in Mi is picked as the
parent node if this father node covers the maximum number
of uncovered nodes in Q j, where j is (i − 1) mod |T |. Its
children nodes are set as these uncovered nodes. The edges
from the father node to all its children nodes are added into

the broadcast tree. This process continues until all the nodes
in Mi have been assigned parent nodes. Since nodes in Li\Mi

must be covered by nodes in
⋃

i′∈I′ Mi′ , where I′ is {i′|(i′ −
1) ≡ j mod |T |, 1 ≤ i′ ≤ i}, we pick some nodes in this
set as their parent nodes. The choosing process is similar to
the previous one. Note that the node which covers the most
uncovered nodes in U j\Q j will be first chosen. The parent
nodes of nodes in Q j and U j\Q j are collected in W1 j and
W2 j respectively.

After the broadcast tree is constructed, we color the parent
nodes. As shown in Algorithm 2 Step III, we first apply
a proper D2-coloring method to color the nodes of W1 j

in G[W1 j
⋃

Q j] by the front-to-back ordering (i.e., from
the first node to the last node in W1 j), which is denoted
as a function f1 j : W1 j → {0, 1, ...}. Then we apply
a proper D2-coloring method to color the nodes of W2 j

in G[W2 j
⋃

(U j\Q j)] by the smallest-degree-last ordering,
which is also denoted as a function f2 j : W2 j → {0, 1, ...}. We
denote by m1 j (and m2 j) the total number of colors required
to color the nodes in W1 j (and W2 j).

Finally we schedule the transmissions from the parent
nodes to their children nodes as shown in Algorithm 1.
This schedule starts at time-slot 0, and works layer by
layer. At each layer Li containing nodes, since the nodes
in Mi may be the parent nodes of nodes in Li\Mi, we first
schedule the transmissions to the nodes in Mi. Afterward,
the transmissions to nodes in Li\Mi are scheduled. The
current time-slot t increases by (m1 j + m2 j)|T | so that all
the transmissions to nodes in Li finish.

4.2. Approximation Algorithm for the All-To-All
DCA-MLBS Problem under the Unit-Size Message
Model

In this subsection we detail the UTB approximation
algorithm for the all-to-all DCA-MLBS problem under the
unit-size message model. It contains two phases. In the first
phase, all the messages are gathered to one special node.
Then these messages are broadcasted from this special node
to all the other nodes. The pseudocode of the UTB algorithm
is shown in Algorithm 3.

First, the UTB algorithm finds a special node s from
V such that the maximum latency of the shortest path
tree TS PT rooted at this node is the minimum. It cannot
be implemented by directly applying the Floyd-Warshall
algorithm [17], because the latencies of the edges defined
in Eq. 1 vary for different source nodes. We compute
the maximum latency of the shortest path tree rooted at
every node, and find the node s. The time complexity
of this method is the same as that of the Floyd-Warshall
algorithm, which is O(n3). Then we construct the maximal
independent sets and the broadcast tree, and color the parent
nodes by exploiting the similar method used in the OTAB
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Algorithm 3 UTB Algorithm

Input: G = (V, E), A.
Output: Broadcast Scheduling TTS : V → 2N .

1: Find a special node s such that the maximum latency
of the shortest path tree TS PT rooted at this node is the
minimum.

2: Assign MaxLatency(TS PT ) to D, and divide V into L0,
L1, ..., LD.

3: Invoke Algorithm 2 to construct the MIS’es and the
broadcast tree, and color the parent nodes with two
coloring methods f1 j and f2 j.

4: Node s sends the message l(1 ≤ l ≤ n) at time-slot tl,
where tl = t + (l − 1)(m∗1 + m∗2)|T |, and t is the time-slot
when the data gathering completes.

5: for l← 1 to n do
6: t′ ← tl
7: for i← 1 to D do
8: if Li � ∅ then
9: j← (i − 1) mod |T |

10: for each node u ∈ Mi do
11: TTS (P(u))← TTS (P(u))

⋃{t′+ f1 j(P(u))|T |+
j}

12: for each node w ∈ Li\Mi do
13: TTS (P(w))← TTS (P(w))

⋃{t′ + ( f2 j(P(w))+
m∗1)|T | + j}

14: t′ ← t′ + (m∗1 + m∗2)|T |

Algorithm 4 Data Gathering

1: Construct the BFS tree TBFS rooted at node s.
2: Assign MaxDepth(TBFS ) to β, and divide V into S 0, S 1,

..., S β.
3: t ← 0
4: while node s has not received n − 1 messages from

other nodes do
5: for l← 0 to 2 do
6: for all k ≡ l mod 3 and 0 ≤ k ≤ β do
7: Find a node u ∈ S k, such that one of its

neighboring nodes v ∈ S k′(k′ > k) has a message
to transmit or forward.

8: TTS (v)← TTS (v)
⋃{t + A(u)}

9: t ← t + |T |
10: return TTS , t

algorithm. We set m∗1 = max{m1 j|0 ≤ j ≤ |T | − 1} and
m∗2 = max{m2 j|0 ≤ j ≤ |T | − 1}.

Next, we modify the data gathering algorithm proposed
in [7] to make it suitable for duty-cycle-aware scenarios.
First, we construct the BFS tree TBFS rooted at node s.
The nodes in V are separated into several disjoint subsets
S 0, S 1, S 2, ..., S β according to their depths in the TBFS , where
β is the maximum depth in the TBFS . Then the transmissions

are scheduled in an interleaving manner in the subsets with
an interval depth of three. That is, in the first group of
subsets S 0, S 3, S 6, ..., we find a node u from each subset such
that its neighboring node v in the subset with a greater depth
has a message to transmit or forward. Then the transmission
from node v to node u is scheduled at time-slot t + A(u),
where t is the current time-slot. These transmissions can
finish in |T | time slots, so we advance the current time-
slot by |T | time-slots. Then the next group of subsets with
an interval depth of exactly three (i.e., S 1, S 4, S 7, ...) are
handled in a similar way, so do the final group of subsets
(S 2, S 5, S 8, ...). This process repeats until node s receives
n − 1 messages from other nodes. The pseudocode of the
data gathering process is shown in Algorithm 4.

Once the messages are gathered to node s, we start
scheduling the broadcast of these messages. Assume that the
messages are numbered by 1, 2, ..., n, which is the order to
be sent by node s. Node s starts to send one message every
(m∗1+m∗2)|T | time-slots. For example, node s will start to send
the message l (1 ≤ l ≤ n) at time-slot t + (l− 1)(m∗1 +m∗2)|T |.
The schedule of the transmissions of each message is the
similar to that used in the OTAB algorithm. This process is
repeated n times for n messages.

4.3. Approximation Algorithm for the All-To-All
DCA-MLBS Problem under the Unbounded-Size
Message Model

Now we detail the approximation algorithm UNB for the
all-to-all DCA-MLBS problem under the unbounded-size
message model. Recall that in this scenario the nodes can
combine all the messages they have already received as one
message, and the combined message can be sent in one
time-slot. The UNB algorithm also contains two phases: data
gathering and broadcasting. Note that the node responsible
for data gathering only needs to send one combined message
after receiving all the other messages. The data gathering
phase is different from that in the UTB algorithm. It can be
thought as a data aggregation phase, which was extensively
studied in [19], [20]. However, none of these algorithms take
the duty-cycle-aware scenarios into consideration.

We can still use Algorithm 4 to gather the messages, and
then use Algorithm 1 to distribute the combined message.
However, the approximation ratio may be very large, since
the lower bound of the all-to-all broadcast problem in this
scenario is smaller than that of the problem under the
unit-size message model. Therefore, we present the UNB
algorithm, which applies Algorithm 6 to implement data
gathering, and then exploits the similar method to Algorithm
1 to broadcast the combined message. The pseudocode of
the UNB algorithm is shown in Algorithm 5.

Similar to UTB, the UNB algorithm starts with finding
one special node s. The nodes in V are layered according
to their latencies in the shortest path tree TS PT . Algorithm
2 is applied to construct the maximal independent sets and
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Algorithm 5 UNB Algorithm

Input: G = (V, E), A.
Output: Broadcast Scheduling TTS : V → 2N .

1: Find a special node s such that the maximum latency
of the shortest path tree TS PT rooted at this node is the
minimum.

2: Assign MaxLatency(TS PT ) to D, and divide V into L0,
L1, ..., LD.

3: Invoke Algorithm 2 to construct the MIS’es and the
broadcast tree, and color the parent nodes with two
coloring methods f1 j and f2 j.

4: Invoke Algorithm 6 to aggregate the messages to node
s.

5: Node s sends the combined message at time-slot t when
the data aggregation completes.

6: for i← 1 to D do
7: if Li � ∅ then
8: j← (i − 1) mod |T |
9: for each node u ∈ Mi do

10: TTS (P(u))← TTS (P(u))
⋃{t + f1 j(P(u))|T |+ j}

11: for each node w ∈ Li\Mi do
12: TTS (P(w)) ← TTS (P(w))

⋃{t + ( f2 j(P(w)) +
m1 j)|T | + j}

13: t ← t + (m1 j + m2 j)|T |

the broadcast tree, and to color the parent nodes. Next, we
start gathering the messages to node s. Unlike Algorithm
4, the data gathering process works from the bottom layer
to the top layer. Before transmitting the messages, every
node combines its received messages. At each layer Li,
messages of nodes in Li\Mi are first transmitted to their
parent nodes. To make the computation convenient, the
current time advances to multiple times of |T | after these
transmissions. Next, we schedule the transmissions from
nodes in Mi to their parent nodes. Again, the current time
advances to multiple times of |T | after these transmissions.

To schedule all the transmissions, we modify the IMC
algorithm proposed in [20] to make it suitable for this
scenario. The first set Xk is covered by the second set Yk,
k = 1 or 2. First, we find a minimal cover Z ⊆ Yk of
Xk. Note that every node z in Z must have one proprietary
neighbor x in Xk, which is only adjacent to this node in the
minimal cover Z. This can be easily achieved according to
the property of the minimal cover. Clearly, the transmissions
between all these pairs of node x and node z are collision-
free, so we schedule them in the same scheduling period. For
other nodes in Xk except the proprietary neighboring nodes,
we find a minimal cover of the set including these nodes
again. The transmissions from these nodes to the nodes in the
minimal cover are scheduled by using the similar method.
This process continues until all the nodes in Xk have been
scheduled to transmit messages.

Algorithm 6 Data Aggregation

1: t ← 0
2: Every node combines its received messages before trans-

mitting the messages.
3: for i← D down to 1 do
4: X1 ← Li\Mi, Y1 ← {P(w)|w ∈ Li\Mi}
5: X2 ← Mi, Y2 ← {P(u)|u ∈ Mi}
6: for k ← 1 to 2 do
7: c← 0, X′ ← Xk, Y′ ← Yk, t′ ← t
8: while X′ � ∅ do
9: Find a minimal cover Z ⊆ Y′ of X′.

10: for each node z ∈ Z do
11: Find a proprietary neighbor x ∈ X′ of Z.
12: TTS (x)← TTS (x)

⋃{t + c|T | + A(z)}
13: if t′ < t + c|T | + A(z) + 1 then
14: t′ ← t + c|T | + A(z) + 1
15: X′ ← X′\{x}
16: Y′ ← Z
17: c← c + 1
18: t ← �t′/|T ||T |
19: return TTS , t

5. Performance Analysis

In this section we analyze the performance of OTAB,
UTB and UNB algorithms. First we prove that all these
three algorithms provide correct and collision-free broadcast
scheduling. We then give the approximation ratios of these
algorithms.

5.1. Correctness Analysis

Theorem 1. The OTAB algorithm provides a correct and
collision-free broadcast scheduling.

Proof: We first prove the correctness of the OTAB
algorithm. Since the broadcast scheduling provided by this
algorithm works layer by layer, we only need to prove that
all the nodes in each layer can be informed. We prove the
correctness by induction. In the first layer, L0 = {s}. Since
node s already owns the message, it is true for the first layer.
Assume that all the nodes in the layers before Li(1 ≤ i ≤ D)
have been informed. The nodes in Li are partitioned into two
subsets: Mi and Li\Mi. The nodes in Mi will be informed
by their parent nodes. These parent nodes are chosen from
the father nodes in the TS PT . Clearly, these father nodes can
cover the nodes in Mi, and are in the layers before Li. So
the nodes in Mi can be informed.

Consider each node w in Li\Mi. Its parent node P(w)
is picked from

⋃
i′∈I′ Mi′ , where I′ is {i′|(i′ − 1) ≡ j

mod |T |, 1 ≤ i′ ≤ i}. According to the construction method
of Mi, node P(w) must exist because otherwise node w can
be added into Mi. Moreover, we consider two cases. In the
first case, node P(w) ∈ Mi. According to Algorithm 1, node
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P(w) will be informed before node w. In the second case,
node P(w) belongs to the MIS in the previous layer. Based
on the inductive assumption, node P(w) can be informed
before it transmits the message. Therefore, node w can be
certainly informed by its parent node P(w).

Next, we prove that the transmissions from the parent
nodes to their children nodes are collision-free. Since the
transmissions are scheduled strictly layer by layer, we only
consider the transmissions at each layer. At each layer, the
messages are first delivered to the nodes in Mi and then to
the nodes in Li\Mi. So we distinguish between two cases.

Case 1: The messages are delivered to the nodes in Mi

without collision. We prove it by contradiction. Suppose
there are two nodes u1 and u2 in Mi. Signal collision occurs
when their parent nodes P(u1) and P(u2) deliver messages
to them. That is, these two parent nodes are scheduled to
deliver messages to their respective children nodes at the
same time-slot, and one child node is covered by both two
parent nodes. Without loss of generality, we assume node u1

is covered by both two nodes P(u1) and P(u2). According to
the rule of choosing parent nodes and the coloring method
shown in Algorithm 2, node P(u1) must be picked as the
parent node earlier than node P(u2) (otherwise node u1 will
become the child node of node P(u2)), and these two nodes
must be colored with different chromatic numbers. Thus, the
transmissions from these two nodes to nodes u1 and u2 are
separated, which contradicts the assumption.

Case 2: The messages are delivered to the nodes in Li\Mi

without collision. Since both the rule of choosing parent
nodes and the coloring method in this case are similar to
those used in the previous case, we can prove it by using
the similar method to that used in the previous case.

Theorem 2. The UTB algorithm provides a correct and
collision-free broadcast scheduling.

Proof: After finding the special node s, the messages
will be gathered to this node. For each node u in the subset
S k, only if its neighboring node v in the subset with a greater
depth has a message to transmit or forward, the transmission
from v to u is scheduled. In addition, the transmissions
always occur from the nodes far away from node s to the
nodes close to node s or node s, so ultimately node s will
receive all the messages. Afterward, node s broadcasts the
messages to all the other nodes by applying the similar
method to OTAB. The correctness of OTAB has been proved,
so UTB is correct.

The data gathering algorithm works in an interleaving
manner. Only the transmissions to nodes in the subsets
whose depths have an exact interval of three are parallel.
Moreover, only one transmission is scheduled for each
subset. Clearly, these transmissions are collision-free.

Next, we prove that the broadcast of n messages is
collision-free. Consider the most complex case where there
are D+1 layers from L0 to LD. As shown in Figure 1, during

1 | |nt m T∗+ 1 2( ) | |nt m m T∗ ∗+ +nt

M1 L1\M1

M2 L2\M2

M3 L3\M3

...

MD LD\MD

...

Figure 1. Parallel collision-free transmissions

the first m∗1|T | time-slots, the messages are delivered to nodes
in M1, M2, ..., MD. Consider two kinds of transmissions to
nodes in Mi and Mi′ , where 1 ≤ i � i′ ≤ D. If the nodes in Mi

do not share the same active time-slots with the nodes in Mi′ ,
these two kinds of transmissions are collision-free, because
they must be scheduled at different time-slots. Otherwise,
we have that (i − 1) ≡ (i′ − 1) ≡ j mod |T |. Therefore, both
Mi and Mi′ belong to Q j. The parent nodes of nodes in
Q j are colored by applying Algorithm 2. Using the similar
proof exploited by previous theorem, we can prove that these
two kinds of transmissions are collision-free. The last m∗2|T |
time-slots are preserved for transmissions to nodes in L1\M1,
L2\M2, ..., LD\MD. Similarly, we can also prove that these
transmissions are collision-free.

Theorem 3. The UNB algorithm provides a correct and
collision-free broadcast scheduling.

Proof: Consider the data gathering phase. The messages
are gathered from the bottom layer to the top layer. At each
layer Li, nodes in Li\Mi first deliver their messages to their
parent nodes. Their parent nodes are in the upper layers
or in Mi. Then the messages of nodes in Mi are delivered
to their parent nodes. These parent nodes must be in the
upper layers. Therefore, node s can certainly receive all the
n messages. The broadcast phase is similar to that in OTAB,
so UNB is correct.

It is clear that the transmissions in the broadcast phase
of UNB are collision-free according to Theorem 1. We only
need to prove that the data aggregation algorithm provides
a collision-free scheduling. The data aggregation algorithm
works layer by layer. In each iteration, the proprietary neigh-
bors are scheduled to deliver messages to their respective
parent nodes in the minimal cover. These transmissions are
apparently collision-free. Therefore, the data aggregation
algorithm provides a collision-free scheduling.

5.2. Approximation Ratio Analysis

Lemma 2. To color the parent nodes, the required numbers
of colors m1 j ≤ 5 and m2 j ≤ 12, where 0 ≤ j ≤ |T | − 1.

Proof: First, consider the set W2 j, which is an IS of
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G. According to [3], 12 colors are sufficient to color all
the nodes in W2 j by the smallest-degree-last D2-coloring
method, so it follows that m2 j ≤ 12.

We prove m1 j ≤ 5 by contradiction. If m1 j > 5, we assume
that one node v in W1 j is colored with 5. This node must have
one child node in Q j. Based on the front-to-back coloring
method, there must be five nodes v1,v2,v3,v4 and v5 ordered
before node v in W1 j. These nodes are colored with the
numbers from 0 to 4, and each of them has at least one child
node in Q j which is adjacent to node v, because otherwise
node v can be colored with one number in {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}. Since
these children nodes are different, node v has more than six
neighboring nodes in the IS Q j which is contradictory.

Theorem 4. The approximation ratio of the OTAB algorithm
is at most 17|T |.

Proof: The lower bound for the one-to-all DCA-MLBS
problem has been prove to be D in [8]. We denote by DOT AB

the latency of the OTAB algorithm. Since the transmissions
are scheduled strictly layer by layer, the broadcast finishes
when all the nodes in the last layer receive the messages. In
the worst case, there are D+1 layers in the TS PT . According
to Lemma 2, it follows that

DOT AB =
∑

1≤i≤D(m1 j + m2 j)|T | ≤ (5 + 12)|T |D = 17|T |D

Lemma 3. R + (n − 2)|T | + 1 is the lower bound for the
all-to-all DCA-MLBS problem under the unit-size message
model, where R is the network graph-theoretic radius.

Proof: First, consider the graph center sc. The maxi-
mum depth of the BFS tree TBFS rooted at node sc is the
minimum among the BFS trees rooted at all the nodes in
the network. This maximum depth is the network graph-
theoretic radius R. It is easy to find that each packet should
be transmitted at least R times to reach all the nodes.
To complete the all-to-all broadcast task, the total number
of transmissions is at least nR. Therefore, we can find a
node which transmits at least R times. Furthermore, this
node requires to receive n − 1 messages from other nodes.
Since a node cannot receive and transmit messages at the
same time, the minimum latency for this node to complete
these operations should be R + (n − 2)|T | + 1 time-slots,
which provides a lower bound for the all-to-all DCA-MLBS
problem under the unit-size message model.

Lemma 4. For the all-to-all DCA-MLBS problem under the
unit-size message model, the maximum latency D of the TS PT

rooted at the special node s is no larger than (n − 2)|T |.
Proof: Before we prove this lemma, we first claim that

D ≤ R|T |. Recall that R is the network graph-theoretic radius,
and node sc is the graph center. We construct the shortest
path tree rooted at node sc based on the latency defined in
Eq. 1. Denote by Dsc the maximum latency of this shortest
path tree. Consider the TBFS rooted at sc. The maximum

latency of the TBFS is bounded by R|T | if we do not take the
collision into account. Since the shortest path tree provides
the minimum latency between node sc and any other nodes,
we have that Dsc ≤ R|T |. Furthermore, according to the
definition of D, it follows that D ≤ Dsc ≤ R|T |.

Next, we prove that R ≤ n − 2 by contradiction. Without
loss of generality, we consider n ≥ 3. Obviously R is smaller
than n. If R is greater than n−2, R must be n−1. In this case,
all the nodes must be connected one by one. If we choose
an intermediate node, and construct the BFS tree rooted at
this node, we can find that the newly constructed BFS tree
has a maximum depth smaller than R, which contradicts the
assumption.

Theorem 5. The approximation ratio of the UTB algorithm
is at most 17|T | + 20.

Proof: We first analyze the latency of the data gathering
algorithm shown in Algorithm 4. This algorithm gathers the
messages from the bottom layer to the top layer. It works
in an interleaving manner, and node s receives one message
every 3|T | time-slots. So it will take 3|T |(n − 1) time-slots
for node s to receive all the n − 1 messages.

Next, we analyze the latency of the broadcast process of
n messages from node s. Since node s sends one message
every (m∗1 + m∗2)|T | time-slots, the last message will be
transmitted at time-slot 3|T |(n − 1) + (m∗1 + m∗2)|T |(n − 1).
According to Theorem 4, the last message requires at most
17|T |D time-slots to reach all the other nodes. In addition,
we consider the case n ≥ 3, and clearly the network graph-
theoretic radius R ≥ 1. We denote by DUT B the latency of
UTB. According to Lemma 2, Lemma 3, and Lemma 4, it
follows that

DUT B ≤ 3|T |(n − 1) + (m∗1 + m∗2)|T |(n − 1) + 17|T |D
≤ 3|T |(n − 1) + 17|T |(n − 1) + 17|T |D
= 20|T |(n − 1) + 17|T |D
≤ 20|T |(n − 2) + 20|T | + 17|T |(n− 2)|T |
= (17|T | + 20)(n − 2)|T | + 20|T |
< (17|T | + 20)(n − 2)|T | + (17|T | + 20)(R + 1)

= (17|T | + 20)[R + (n − 2)|T | + 1]

Lemma 5. The latency of the data aggregation algorithm
shown in Algorithm 6 is at most (Δ + 5)|T |D time-slots.

Proof: The messages are gathered from the bottom
layer to the top layer in the TS PT . We analyze the latency of
data aggregation at each layer. Consider two phases. In the
first phase, the nodes in Li\Mi are first scheduled to transmit
messages to their parent nodes. According to Algorithm 6,
one node will always exist in the minimal cover during the
whole iterations, and its degree decreases by at least 1 after
each iteration. Therefore, the number of iterations is limited
by the maximum node degree Δ. In addition, the active time-
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slot is bounded by |T | − 1. So the latency of this phase is
at most (Δ − 1)|T | + (|T | − 1) + 1 = Δ|T | time-slots. Since
one node has at most five neighboring nodes in an MIS, the
latency of the second phase is at most 5|T | time-slots. In the
worst case, there are D+ 1 layers, so the latency of the data
aggregation algorithm is bounded by (Δ + 5)|T |D.

Theorem 6. The approximation ratio of the UNB algorithm
is at most (Δ + 22)|T |.

Proof: First, we claim that D is a trivial lower bound
for this problem. We analyze the latencies of two phases
in UNB. In the first phase, the messages are gathered from
the bottom layer to the top layer in the shortest path tree.
According to Lemma 5, this process will take at most
(Δ + 5)|T |D time-slots to finish. In the second phase, node
s transmits the combined message to all the other nodes.
The latency of this phase is at most 17|T |D according
to Theorem 4. Combine these two kinds of latencies as
(Δ + 5)|T |D + 17|T |D = (Δ + 22)|T |D.
6. Performance Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our pro-
posed algorithms OTAB, UTB, and UNB by simulations.
The performance of the OTAB algorithm is compared with
that of the ELAC algorithm [8]. All the nodes are randomly
deployed in a rectangle area of 200m × 200m. They have
the same transmission radius. The metric we test is the
broadcast latency. It is the total time-slots required by all the
nodes to receive the broadcast messages. We study the effect
of different network configurations including the network
size, the transmission radius, and the duty cycle on the
performance of the algorithms. The network size ranges
from 200 to 1000 with an interval of 200. We vary the range
of the transmission radius from 20m to 60m. The duty cycle
which equals to 1/|T | also varies between 0.1 and 0.02. We
conduct the experiments with one parameter changed and
the other two fixed. Every experiment is run on 20 randomly
generated graph topologies. Moreover, we randomly choose
10 source nodes for the one-to-all broadcast scenarios and
report the average performance of these experiments.

First, we evaluate the impact of the network size on the
performance of the algorithms. The transmission radius is
fixed to 30m, and the duty cycle is set as 0.05. The perfor-
mance curves of four algorithms are shown in Figure 2(a)
and Figure 2(b). From Figure 2(a), we can see that the
latency of our algorithm OTAB is significantly lower than
that of ELAC especially when the network size grows. With
the increase of the network size, more nodes must be covered
so the performance curves of both the OTAB algorithm and
the ELAC algorithm trend up. In Figure 2(b), we can see that
the latency of UNB is much lower than that of UTB. This is
because more messages have to be sent when the number of
nodes increases, and after the data gathering finishes, node
s has to send all the messages one by one under the unit-

size message model. This latency varies linearly with the
increase of the network size.

Next, we study the performance variation of the al-
gorithms with different transmission radius. Figure 2(c)
and Figure 2(d) give the results for the experiments with
400 nodes and the duty cycle of 0.05. We can see from
Figure 2(c) that our OTAB algorithm performs better than
the ELAC algorithm. With the increase of the transmission
radius, a node can cover more nodes, so the latencies of
both the ELAC algorithm and the OTAB algorithm decrease
dramatically. Figure 2(d) shows that the latency of UTB
increases slowly, and the performance of UNB does not
change notably with the increase of the transmission radius.
This is because there are more nodes in a layer of the
shortest path tree when the transmission radius increases,
which may increase the maximum chromatic number and
ultimately increase the latency of broadcasting the messages
one by one.

Finally, we evaluate the impact of the duty cycle on the
performance of the algorithms. These experiments are run
with the network size of 400 and the transmission radius of
20m. The results are shown in Figure 2(e) and Figure 2(f).
We can see from Figure 2(e) that, the OTAB algorithm
outperforms the ELAC algorithm, and achieves up to 24.9%
improvement with the decrease of the duty cycle. The
performance curves of both two algorithms ascend quickly
when the duty cycle decreases. This is because as the duty
cycle decreases, the scheduling period contains more time-
slots, and the maximum latency of the shortest path tree
increases. Accordingly, as the number of layers increases,
higher latency is required for the nodes in the last layer to
receive the broadcast message. Figure 2(f) shows that the
latency of UNB is much lower than that of UTB. Both the
UTB algorithm and the UNB algorithm show an increasing
trend in terms of the latency with the decrease of the duty
cycle. This is because there are more layers in the shortest
path tree, and higher latency is needed to complete the
broadcast layer by layer when the duty cycle decreases.

7. Conclusion
In this paper, we have studied the duty-cycle-aware

minimum latency broadcast scheduling problem in multi-
hop wireless networks. We show that both the one-to-all
and the all-to-all DCA-MLBS problems are NP-hard since
they reduce to conventional MLBS problems when the
scheduling period contains only one time-slot. All of our
three algorithms, OTAB, UTB and UNB, provide correct and
collision-free broadcast scheduling. The approximation ratio
of the OTAB algorithm is smaller than the previously known
guarantee. If the scheduling period T contains a constant
number of time-slots, the UTB algorithm achieves a constant
approximation ratio of 17|T | + 20, while the approximation
ratio of UNB is at most (Δ + 22)|T |. Extensive results
show that the OTAB algorithm outperforms the previous
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Figure 2. Performance Variation Under Different Network Configurations

algorithm under different network configurations and the
performance of UTB is more sensitive to the change of
network configurations than that of UNB.
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